## LBI Versatility (common applications)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Recommended Accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DECORATIVE PENDENT MOUNT FIXTURES</strong></td>
<td>- Suspended In-Line Bracket Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Linking Cables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Seamless Connectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **CONTINUOUS RUN**              | - Seamless Connectors   |
|                                 | - OC2 Sensor            |
| Warehouse Space                 |                         |

| **COVE LIGHTING**               | - 45 Degree Bracket     |
|                                 | - Seamless Connectors   |
|                                 | - Linking Cables        |
| Hospitality                     |                         |

| **COOLERS**                     | - Seamless Connectors   |
|                                 | - Linking Cables        |
| Grocery or Convenient Stores    |                         |

### INCOMING POWER KIT

- One kit is required per continuous run of LBI
- **RP-LBI-G1-IP-3F-DIM**

**INCLUDED WITH KIT**

- Incoming Power Cable / Pigtail
- Service Disconnect & Abrasion Protection Grommet

*Used to hard wire the incoming power cable into fixture or junction box.*
## CONNECTORS & CONTROLS

**LINKING CABLES**
- RP-LBI-LC-6IN-DIM
- RP-LBI-LC-6IN-NODIM
- RP-LBI-LC-12IN-DIM
- RP-LBI-LC-12IN-NODIM
- RP-LBI-LC-18IN-DIM
- RP-LBI-LC-18IN-NODIM

Quickly link LBI together in fixtures, around corners and more. **AVAILABLE IN 6”, 12” OR 18”**

**SEAMLESS CONNECTORS**
- RP-LBI-SSC-DIM-10P
- RP-LBI-SSC-NODIM-10P

Connect LBI together resulting in a seamless run of lighting.

**OC2 SENSOR KIT**
- RP-LBI-OC2 (SINGLE PACK)

Tri-Level, remote programmable high frequency motion and daylight sensor designed to easily integrate with the LBI bars.

**EMERGENCY DRIVER (EMG-H SERIES)**
- RP-LBI-EMG1-25W

Emergency solution for LBI. It allows the LBI to be used for normal and emergency operation.

**4.7IN SPACER CONNECTOR**
- RP-LBI-SRC-4.7IN (SINGLE PACK)

Use the 4.7in spacer connector to bring the length of the bar system to a standard dimension.

**CORD WITH PLUG & ON/OFF SWITCH**
- RP-LBI-G1-IP-2F-120V-SW
- RP-LBI-G1-IP-7F-120V-SW

Used when powering the LBI bars from a standard ‘3 prong’ electrical outlet (NEMA 5-15 receptacle). **AVAILABLE IN 2’ OR 7’**

**NOTE** electrical rating allows up to 10 LBI units connected with linking cables and/or seamless connectors when using the cord w/ plug.

## MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

**SURFACE MOUNT MAGNETIC CLIP**
- RP-LBI-SMM-10P (10 PACK ONLY)

The most universal method for attaching the LBI to a wall, ceiling, or fixture. (2x magnetic clips, 4x screws, 1x FWFC cover included with every LBI)

**SUSPENDED IN-LINE BRACKET KIT**
- RP-LBI-SIL-KIT-10P (10 PACK ONLY)

Fastens over the junction of 2 LBI to keep them straight in-line and provides mounting points for common suspension methods.

**UP DOWN CLIP**
- RP-LBI-UDC-10P (10 PACK ONLY)

Use the Up/Down clip with our suspended in-line kit to clip a shorter LBI to provide up-light.

**BLADE CLIP**
- RP-LBI-BLC-10P (10 PACK ONLY)

Designed for fixtures that have thin sheet metal or plastic film reflectors commonly found on high bays.

**45 DEGREE BRACKET/CLIP**
- RP-LBI-45DEG

Holds the LBI at 45 degrees to better distribute the light in the desired direction.

**T-BAR CLIP**
- RP-LBI-T1516-10P (10 PACK ONLY)

The fastest way to mount a light bar to a T-Bar grid ceiling. Works with standard 15/16” grid only.